BFS • $34 of the following science classes: Biology, Chemistry, Earth Science, Physical Science, and Energy and Chemistry. Make the science of matter really matter to your students. 256 pages.

Science It’s All About Engagement!

BPC • $34

Cooperative Learning & Science
High School Activities
Michael Michels, Angela Manzi, & Janina Mele (Grades 8–12)
Learning science content has never been so fun and interactive. This book features Kagan Cooperative Learning Structures such as: Find Someone Who, Pairs Check, Corners, Mix-N-Match, Word-Webbing, and GiveOne–GetOne to make science learning motivating and memorable. You’ll find loads of age-appropriate activity ideas and ready-to-use blackline masters for each of the following science classes: Biology, Chemistry, Earth Science, Physical Science, and General and Lab Science. Your secondary science class will be humming with excitement and interest. 280 pages. BFS • $34

Cooperative Learning & Hands-On Science
Laura Candler (Grades 3–8)
The best cooperative learning and science book for the elementary and middle grades! Use cooperative learning to teach both science content and process skills. The book includes a complete overview of cooperative learning and co-op structures, cooperative process science, and 15 fantastic step-by-step, hands-on cooperative learning lessons. Loaded with curriculum and literature links, science journal ideas, activities, and ready-to-use blackline masters. 296 pages. BCHOS • $29

Chemistry Higher-Level Thinking Questions
(Grades 7–12)
Your secondary students will explore chemistry topics and themes like never before with this giant collection of ready-to-use chemistry questions. You’ll find questions for eighteen chemistry topics and themes: Acids and Bases, Atomic Structure, Biochemistry, Bonding, Chemical Industry, Chemical Reactions, Electron Configurations, Environmental Chemistry and Pollution, Gases, Hydrocarbons and Petroleum, Metals, Methods and Tools, Nuclear Chemistry and Alternative Energy Sources, Periodic Table, Solutions, States of Matter, Stoichiometry, and Water. Nurture the development of your students’ thinking skills with hundreds of questions such as: “How can gas pressure affect the health of someone who goes scuba diving?” “Why does maple sugar flow from a tree in winter?” Promote thinking and active engagement in your chemistry class. 174 pages. BQB • $19

Life & Earth Sciences
Higher-Level Thinking Questions
(Grades 3–8)
Watch your students “dig into” life and earth science with this collection of higher-level thinking questions. Includes sixteen popular topics and themes: Animals, Bugs, Environment, Health and Nutrition, Human Body, Oceans, and many more! Create a natural environment to nurture the development of your students’ thinking skills with hundreds of questions such as: “Should cosmetic testing and medical research be done on animals? Why or why not? Why are people living longer today than ever before? What impact does civilization have on nature? If you could have one sense be super strong, which sense would you choose? How would you use it?” Questions are provided in convenient reproducible question card format, perfect for the engaging cooperative questioning activities provided. Also includes reproducible prompts for journal writing and activities for student-generated questions. 160 pages. BQLS • $19
Science Buddies
Cooperative Science Activities
Laura Candler (Grades 3–8)
Students and parents share the excitement of science discovery with simple and safe send-home investigations. Each activity has a teacher page—complete with an overview, ideas for introducing the activity, answers, and cooperative classroom follow-up ideas—and a send-home blackline with step-by-step directions, activity illustrations, and discussion questions. Perfect for parental involvement and in-class success. Science investigations are also terrific for the classroom. 75 pages. BCSB • $19

Connect with Kagan!
“Like” Kagan on Facebook at www.facebook.com/KaganOnline
Follow Kagan on Twitter at www.twitter.com/KaganOnline
Watch Kagan on YouTube at www.youtube.com/user/KaganVideo

Science Question Cards
Some Science Question Cards are available in ready-to-use classroom sets. $5 each
For a complete listing of all Higher-Level Thinking Question Cards see page 53.
• Buy 4, get the 5th set FREE! or
• Buy 7, get the 8th & 9th sets FREE!
• Endangered Species QES • $5
• Investigating Invention QII • $5
• Solar System QSOS • $5

Cooperative Learning & Wee Science
Laura Candler (Grades K–3)
This is the book on cooperative learning and primary science! Have your primary students learn science by doing science! You will integrate process science with cooperative learning. Your students will classify, communicate, experiment, identify, infer, measure, make models, observe, organize data, and make predictions with these excellent cooperative learning science lessons. Lessons cover popular primary science topics such as: rainbows, magnets, senses, leaves, electricity, rainforest, seeds, sounds, fish, helicopters, rocks, and temperature. Proven step-by-step cooperative lessons for primary science with reproducible blackline masters. 229 pages. BCWS • $29

Reaching Science Standards through Cooperative Learning
DVD & Teacher Guide
Providing for ALL Learners in General Education Classrooms
Dr. Spencer Kagan, Laurie Kagan, & Miguel Kagan (Grades K–8)
Help students reach the science standards! This DVD and Teacher Guide will help you reach the standards for all using Kagan Cooperative Learning Structures. In the DVD, Dr. Spencer Kagan and Laurie Kagan take us on a tour of a range of elementary school classrooms using the Kagan Structures to reach the science standards. The Teacher Guide includes chapters on the science standards, cooperative learning, reaching the standards for students with disabilities, reaching the standards for second language learners, and reaching the standards through multiple intelligences. The Teacher Guide highlights the structures previewed in the video and includes step-by-step directions, special adaptations for special populations, and literally hundreds of activity ideas for using the structures to reach the science standards. Many structures even include ready-to-use blackline masters from the DVD activities. 200 pages. DVD 30 minutes. CKRSCD • $149
• Teacher Guide also sold separately BKRSC • $29

Poster Projects for Science
Make science study a fun, hands-on project. Students create poster masterpieces on various science topics. Each set includes 32 of the same 11” x 17” poster pages. $7 each
• Animals PPAN
• Exploring Space PPEX
• Forces of Nature PPEN
• Health and Nutrition PPHN
• Human Body PPHB
• Recycling PPRE
• Science Experiment PPSC
• Weather and Climate PPWC

Register for a Kagan Workshop 800.266.7576

Visit Us Online! www.KaganOnline.com
Mix-N-Match Science
(Grades 3–8)
Skyrocket science mastery! Students each get a Mix-N-Match card related to the topic. They move about the room quizzing each other and trading Mix-N-Match cards. You call, “Freeze!” They then rush to find a partner with the matching card. “What class of animal am I?” “What body system do I belong to?” Students enjoy mixing and matching so much, they hardly realize they are repeatedly quizzing each other and mastering the content. Book includes reproducible Mix-N-Match card sets for: animal adult and baby names, animal classification, body parts, bugs and insects, cell anatomy, exploring space, human body systems and facts, matter and energy, ocean life, the food pyramid, and weather vocabulary. 208 pages. BXS • $19

Science Mix-N-Match Classroom Sets
Save time with ready-made, colorful card-stock classroom sets. Class sets include instructions, ideas for use, and enough cards for 40 students. $5 each
• Buy 4, get the 5th set FREE or
• Buy 7, get the 8th & 9th set FREE!
• Animal-N-Name XAN
• Bird-N-Name XBN
• Body Part-N-Definition XBD
• Food-N-Name XFN
• Inventor-N-Invention XII
• Insect-N-Name XIN
• Transportation-N-Name XTN
• Ocean Life-N-Name XON
• Weather Term-N-Definition XWD

Write! Science
Multiple Intelligences & Cooperative Learning Activities
Virginia DeBolt (Grades 4–9)
Add a new facet to your science instruction—Writing! Students get a deeper understanding and appreciation for science issues by writing about science. Students work cooperatively with teammates on activities like prioritizing science problems, writing about how industry affects the environment, and coming up with a new invention. Activities incorporate the multiple intelligences. Writing activities are perfect to start the class, introduce a new concept, end the unit, or use as a sponge activity. Book includes 36 cooperative writing activities with ready-to-use reproducible activity pages, and a brief description of dozens of cooperative learning techniques. 140 pages. BDS • $24

Nurturing the Naturalist Intelligence
Dr. Wan Inn Loh & Dr. George Jacobs (Grades 3–8)
Why don’t spiders stick to their own webs? Why do animals play hide and seek in nature? Who are nature’s cleaners and what do they do? Develop students’ eighth intelligence—the naturalist intelligence. This giant collection of hands-on, minds-on interactive lessons will give you plenty of content and ready-to-use activities and blackline masters to awaken students’ inquisitiveness about the natural world. Units cover cooperation and interdependence, pollinators’ role in the web of life, nature’s recycling process, food, trees, water, animal survival and adaptation, spiders, and individual uniqueness. Whether you’re looking for a complete natural science curriculum or want to supplement your curriculum to nurture students’ budding naturalist intelligences, this is your source. 488 pages. BJN • $34

Exploring the Rain Forest
Multiple Intelligences & Cooperative Learning Activities
Laura Candler (Grades 3–6)
Take your students on a safari through the tropical rain forest. Use their limitless curiosity and enthusiasm about this theme as a springboard into every subject! Includes 36 ready-to-do cooperative, multiple intelligences activities to explore the rain forest. These interactive activities are a great way to integrate your curriculum and engage your students’ many ways of being smart. Working in teams and with classmates, your students will create and sing tropical tunes, write letters to conservation agencies, map the rain forests of the world, and learn about the rain forest products, medical mysteries, amazing animals, jungle secrets, layers of life, and much more. Loaded with reproducibles. Explore the rain forest with your class to make learning an unforgettable adventure. 216 pages. BCRF • $29

I Have, Who Has? Science
Trisha Callella
Students each get a card to play this science game. There are 14 games, all played the same way. The Solar System game works like this: One student reads, “I have Saturn. Who has the seventh planet from the sun...?” The student with the matching card reads, “I have Uranus. Who has the eighth planet from the sun...?” Students must listen carefully to their classmates and mentally answer multiple questions to find their place in the loop. 96 pages each.
• Grades 3–5 DCS35 • $15
• Grades 6–8 DCS68 • $15

Science Worksheets
Don’t Grow Dendrites
20 Instructional Strategies That Engage the Brain
Marcia L. Tate & Warren G. Phillips (All Grades)
A brain-friendly guide for motivating students to live, eat, and breathe science! This science resource includes 20 proven brain-compatible strategies and 250 activities for applying them. Teachers will find concrete ways to integrate national science content standards into their curriculum with visual, auditory, kinesthetic, and tactile experiences that maximize retention, including: music, rhythm, rhyme, and rap; storytelling and humor; graphic organizers, semantic maps, and word webs; manipulatives, experiments, labs, and models; and Internet and Excel projects. The book covers a full range of K–12 science subjects, including physical, life, earth, and space science, and provides brain-compatible sample lesson plans. Each chapter offers real-life examples; what, why, and how for each strategy; activities; and note pages for brainstorming how to implement these exciting new ideas. 192 pages. DTSCW • $37

Singing‘ Songs of Science CDs
J.P. Taylor and the Academics (Grades 3–8)
• Vol. I—The Rock Cycle; Bernoulli, He’s My Guy; You Can Tell It’s a Cell; Newton, Way Long Ago; Get Your Molecules Movin’; Antarctica; Matter Is Everywhere! DTSC • $15
• Vol. II—Nine Fine Planets; Circular; On Goes the Water Cycle; It’s All About Attraction, Baby!; Me and My Senses; Archimedes, If You Please; Talkin’ ‘bout Microbes. DTSC • $15
• Vol. III—We’re Tilted!; Six Simple Machines; I See the Light; The Scientific Method Blues; Animalia; Sources of Energy; Roots, a Stem and Some Leaves; Mixing It Up; It’s Science Time. DTSC3 • $15